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Now that you’re done with the letter V, it’s time to look at the letter W. Before introducing

your child  to this new letter, try to first integrate it into their environments. One way is to

expose them to the letter visually through a “Letter of the Week'' board, set in their

learning space. Other ways to do that is by pointing out objects that start with the letter

W in their daily life, such as “window”, “”watermelon” and the color “white”. In addition,

you can discuss the features of the letter W with your child, such as pointing out the

sound and name of the letter. To further this conversation, you can suggest watching

this short Letter W video created by Kids Academy that explains the important aspects

of the letter.

 Watch on YouTube

After fully introducing the letter W, you can now move on to the activities, the fun part! In

this article, you’ll find a list of five activities you can offer your child to help them learn

the letter W within a week.

Activities

Letter W Coloring Sheet: This coloring sheet from the Kids Academy website will make

a great addition to the Letter W lesson. Coloring in a big bubble letter W will help your

child retain the shape of the letter, while coloring in the images of a whale and a watch
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will help them identify the sound of the letter in addition to its shape.
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Letter W Tracing Page: Through this worksheet, your child will learn the shape of the

letter W in both its capital and lowercase forms. It guides them through a tracing

activity, where they will start from the red dot, and follow the arrows to complete

tracing the uppercase W then the lowercase. Similarly to the previous worksheet, it

provides your child with images and words that start with the letter W to help them

learn the sound of the letter.
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W is for Watermelon: For this activity, you’ll need to print out the letter W, make it as

big as you can, on an A4 paper. Get some red, green and black crepe or construction

paper and cut them into squares, making the black ones quarter the size of the red and

green. Then, have your child glue the pieces onto the letter W to make the shape of a

watermelon with seeds.

Water W: On a piece of paper, write the letter W with water, then have your child add

drops of watercolor to different spots of the letter and watch the color spread. Another

water activity is to have your child write the letter with a brush and some water on a

chalkboard or a concrete sidewalk.

Windmill Craft: This activity requires simple material to make a cool windmill craft. On

a toilet paper roll, have your child draw some windows and color them. Then cut a big

X shape and have your child pin it to the top of the toilet paper roll to make a windmill

that actually turns.

Using these activities will definitely help your child learn the letter W in a fun and easy

manner. For more material on the alphabet for preschoolers, use the catalogue below or

visit the Kids Academy website.
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